
Objection to SA32 Sainsbury: but the whole green belt demolition is a total disaster for th area 

I have lived in Southgate for over 30 years and one of the reasons was the green and
pleasant land. What is outrageous now is Enfield council think they can get all this
redevelopment through without even telling people who live in Enfield. I have heard
nothing from the council about it.....why? They think they can sneak it through as normal
with the council!!

If the redevelopment goes through, as usual the council have no plans to improve the
infrastructure, the roads, the doctors, hospitals, the schools, the drainage, everything which
is part and parcel to developing new homes! Everything is already at breaking point.

We are still fighting the new road changes which cause hideous traffic all around
Southgate and the increase of carbon emissions....this new development will just make it
much worse. How can the council be so silly when on one hand they think they are
improving things and on the other hand they are trying to suggest this major removal of a
huge chunk of green belt, plus build loads more houses , more traffic more people, more
everything. It is an outrageous proposal.

The Sainsbury redevelopment is even more ridiculous, it is the only big supermarket in the
area. This will make it difficult for many people to go elsewhere for there food. Plus
building more homes in an already area that is over populated. Green Lanes itself is a
nightmare now...this will make it an even more hideous, a total disaster.

The removal of the golf courses is even more sad, and dangerous, they tell us we should be
exercising more to stop diabetes and the like and they are taking away things that would
give people opportunities to do this exercise. They are removing areas for birds and
animals to live breed in a lovely habitat. All these areas are good for our well being.....and
you are suggesting you build more homes in areas that are overpopulated already!!

Why are they suggesting so many areas , all the areas on the full list are places that make
Enfield a pleasant place to live....all the houses will overpopulate and cause the area to go
down hill in so many ways. Golf courses to go, farms to go , parks to go....etc etc. Disaster
from every point of view. Except the fat cats making money of course, with no worry for 
the people living in the areas now.

As I said I have lived in Southgate over 30 years and everything is going down hill faster 
than I could ever believe. I think it is all based on money so why do we need to make the 
folk already rich, even richer!! Whilst ruining the total area.

Please do not allow all these changes through, surely there can be a compromise. I hope 
the council will sit back and think what a disaster this whole plan is.
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